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The work is pertinent to the conference objectives. I suggest the author/s to better address and
critically discuss the overall topic of the conference, namely the relationships between virtual
and actual in the process and product of design execution. So far the topic of actual and virtual
are not providing very original insights on the conference main topic. In other words, the content
addressed has been very well explored in the recent past, hence the authors should better refer
to existing literature and case studies and better specify the novel contribution of this work.
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):
Unclear abstract, not suggestive of serious research. Who is the target audience for these VR
constructions? Students? Paying visitors? Professional clients? Why were these specific designs selected
as the models for the study? Is it only because they were never built? What, in fact, is being studied in
this research? Is it the quality of the VR constructions? Is it the responses of visitors? Is it the
effectiveness of the constructions as tools for learning? We already know that virtual environments can be
created (is the author aware of Second Life?), and there doesn‟t seem to be anything more being
proposed here. We‟re long past the time when we can merely say “gee whiz, we can make virtual worlds
and „inhabit‟ them with VR goggles,” and have that be enough for a „research‟ paper. We need to be far
more critical of what we‟re doing and why we‟re doing it, and we need to demonstrate that these
approaches to design/learning are truly, objectively more effective that other methods of design/learning.
Otherwise we‟re using technology to make virtual constructions only because it‟s possible, and not
because it‟s necessary.
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Good potential
Seems like has been done before (What is unique in this project?
Needs a theoretical framework
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